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Downtown - Finally!
By: Alex Sifakis, President

The January cover of
Buzz Magazine, with
Numa Saisselin, President of the Florida Theatre; Aundra Wallace,
CEO of the DIA; Alex Sifakis, President of JWB
Real Estate Capital; and
Paul Astleford, CEO of
Visit Jacksonville.
As most of you know, here at JWB we are heavily
involved in the community. We want to better the
city of Jacksonville and all in it, so we volunteer some
of our time to help out the community. We do this
by building houses for habitat for humanity, stacking
cans in a soup kitchen, and providing presents to
underprivileged kids (in some instances, the only
gifts they will get for Christmas). Those activities
were all purely altruistic – the only thing JWB
received from doing them was the satisfaction of
helping out another human. Occasionally, however,
opportunities crop up that are both altruistic AND
opportunistic – and one of those opportunities
is one that I am EXTREMELY passionate about –
revitalizing downtown Jacksonville.
Overview
Revitalizing downtown has been a topic of
conversation in Jacksonville for decades now, with
seemingly little progress… but that is not really the
case. While there has been slow visible progress
to this point, the foundation has been set for
downtown Jacksonville to start improving by leaps
and bounds. The current revitalization push is
different than in times past – and I will explain why
that is later in the article.
Cities are defined by their urban core, and
Jacksonville needs a world class downtown to
break out from its designation as a “second tier” or
“tertiary” city. This would have profound economic
impacts on everyone in Jacksonville, and not just
those who live downtown. I would like to explain
why Jacksonville NOW has all the ingredients to bust
out, and some exciting projects that are currently
going on downtown.
Every year, the Jax Chamber takes a group of
city leaders (roughly 130-140 individuals) on a
Leadership Trip to another city. The trip is organized
to be a case study of the successes the host city has
had in areas that Jacksonville is looking to make
progress – education, sports and entertainment,

downtown revitalization, etc. The group meets with
the city leaders of the host city, and gets to tour
areas of interest in that city. I have been on the last
two Chamber Leadership Trips, to Cincinnati, O.H.
and Charlotte, N.C. (which have seen tremendous
growth in their downtowns over the past 10 years).
What I found interesting was that in both of these
cities there was a strong government entity that
oversaw downtown and was capable of making
decisions for that downtown. Jacksonville has never
had that strong government entity that oversaw
its downtown. Any decisions that had to be made
outside the scope of normal development – such
as whether to grant incentives to a developer
who wanted to build downtown – had to be run
through city council, which was a process that took
a very long time and didn’t provide constructive
feedback to the developer – it was a process that
didn’t work. However, now, with the creation of
the Downtown Investment Authority (DIA) in 2012,
Jacksonville has been working to give itself that
government entity that will provide consistency,
direction, and accountability for downtown. With
the help of Jacksonville’s residents and some outside
consultants, the DIA has been creating a new CRA
plan (which follows all the “best practices” that
were learned in Cincinnati, Charlotte, etc). Once
the plan gets approved by city council (hopefully
in early 2014) the DIA will have the ability to make
decisions that impact downtown, without having
to go through city council. THIS is why the current
revitalization push is different than in years past –
the DIA gives it some teeth – and that is a GREAT
thing for Jacksonville.
Some Current Projects
So the DIA is great in concept - and I have great
faith that those concepts will come to fruition.
However, people want to see action – shovels in the
ground and projects getting done! Here are a few
of the many exciting projects currently underway in
downtown Jax:
Brooklyn Developments- 220 Riverside, Unity
Plaza, Beacon Riverside, and a Freshmarket:
Brooklyn is an area of downtown Jacksonville
between the Urban Core and Riverside. Largely
vacant, a local developer, Hallmark Partners, has
started some impressive developments over there,
including 220 Riverside and Unity Plaza (a mixed
use development with 16K+ ft. of retail space, 285
residential units, a 385 space parking garage, and a
park with a giant central water feature (Unity Plaza).
Right next door to 220 Riverside, Freshmarket

(slated to open October 2014) is going to anchor
a new retail center which is being developed by
Regency Centers. Hallmark is also building Beacon
Riverside, a 55 unit luxury condo development on
the St John’s River.
The Landing Re-Imagining: The Landing has been
a Jacksonville Landmark since the 1980’s. However,
it is in need of some serious re-imagining and redevelopment. The owner of The Landing is currently
in open talks with the DIA and the public to come up
with plans to redevelop the site in a way that will serve
Jacksonville for years to come. Among the ideas being
discussed are opening the landing to Laura St, adding
a residential component, and widening the riverwalk.
World Class Jax: Leaders In Action: World Class Jax
(WCJ) is an organization I started that is made up of
~130 of Jacksonville’s leaders. We are committed
to serving as a volunteer workforce for the DIA, and
meet twice a month to work on projects that will
have an immediate impact downtown. Some of
the projects we are currently working on are: 1.)
Bringing free Wi-Fi to all of downtown, 2.) Creating
win-win solutions to impact the homeless problem
downtown, 3.) Bringing a non-commuter institute of
higher education to downtown, and there are many
more!
As I mentioned in the first paragraph, my interest
in downtown is both altruistic and opportunistic- a
strong downtown will bolster Jacksonville’s image,
and attract the type of young, bright talent we need
to continue Jacksonville’s great economic growth. This
will provide more opportunities for EVERYONE in Jax
(altruistic) but will also more than likely raise property
value all over Jax (opportunistic)! This short article has
barely scratched the surface of everything that is going
on downtown. For those of you who would like to
learn more or get involved, please email me at Alex@
JWBCompanies.com.
Alex Sifakis is the President of JWB Real Estate Capital. JWB
serves clients in 10 countries and 32 states who have invested
in over 700 investment properties since 2006. In 2012, JWB
was recognized as the #12 Fastest Growing Real Estate
Company in the US by Inc. Magazine. To learn more about our
team and our investments, please call (904) 677-6777.
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Highlights from 2013

Spotlight on Human Resources
By Victoria Smart, Marketing Assistant

This picture sums up our culture.

Laura Britton, Recruiting
and Wellness Manager

JWB teamed up with HabiJax in the rain.

The team prepares for a friendly game of kickball.

JWB read to children and received a Visit from St. Nick.

Enjoying the sun as a team.

As you may know by now, our culture at JWB is very unique and it is
something that we are very proud of. It is a vital part of our success
and is something that we strive to protect at all costs. We have molded
our environment into a “work hard, play hard” atmosphere, and our
HR Department takes all components of developing this culture very
seriously. We get varied reactions when we tell people that JWB
provides the team with lunch each day, or that JWB gives the team
a half day each month to donate their time to community service or
attend an off-site team building event. The most common reaction
is disbelief, followed by questions, such as “Why?” or “How?” So, I
sat down with our Recruiting & Wellness Manager, Laura Britton, to
further understand; how does JWB do it?

The first thing most people ask about is our culture events. During 2013, JWB held five
culture events for the team and seven community service events. JWB encourages all
teammates to stop working halfway through one day a month to attend an off-site event,
whether it is for team building or donating time to service. The city of Jacksonville is not
only our home, but it is home to our residents as well. Laura details our commitment
to the city, “Giving back to Jacksonville and the surrounding community is very near and
dear to our hearts. We not only enjoy giving our time to local volunteer events, but we
feel it is our responsibility to contribute where and when we can.” She continues, “These
events unite us and bring us all together once a month to have FUN! We work very hard
at JWB, but we play hard too.”
One of HR’s biggest accomplishments of 2013 was the incredible growth of our team.
Laura more than doubled the amount of new hires compared over the previous year.
The hiring process is slightly different than the norm; “We have an automated process
that takes the candidate through the online questionnaire and then to phone interview.
After that, I make selections and personally invite those individuals into our office for
an in-person interview,” Laura explains, and that’s only the beginning. From there, if
the candidate continues through the process they are interviewed by three different
members of our team for a “culture” interview. This step is crucial in protecting the
culture we have worked very hard to maintain. Our unique approach to bringing on new
teammates often has people wondering how we can manage to only hire “A-Players”?
Laura says in response, “Here at JWB, we stress the importance of our culture and the
hiring process being a mutual fit. Not only do we work hard to find out if the candidate
is the right match for the position, but our unique process allows us to ensure that the
candidate is also the right fit for our culture and where we envision ourselves years down
the road.”
Planning for what is next and mapping out goals is a common practice here at JWB.
You would be hard pressed to find a teammate that did not have their 1 and 5 year
measurable goals written down and posted by their work space. What are some of JWB
HR Department’s goals for 2014? Laura’s eyes widened with excitement as she began
to envision the future, “Continue to onboard A-players to our ever-growing team and
kick-start a Dream Manager program for our employees, which will allow them to turn
life-long dreams into reality!”
Laura originally hails from Connecticut but made Florida her home at the young age of 6. She graduated
from the University of North Florida in Jacksonville, FL with a major in Communications and Journalism.
Her experience and scholastic excellence earned her a position in corporate events with Northwestern
Mutual for 3 years before she became a part of the JWB Family. She quickly became a valuable asset to
the team, and with her commitment it is clear why JWB Real Estate Capital was ranked by the Jacksonville
Business Journal as #8 Best Places to Work in Northeast Florida.

Seasons Greetings from JWB!
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Foreclosures Drop to Eight-Year Low as
Crisis Wanes: Mortgages
By: Dan Levy

The most common are notices of default,
scheduled auction and repossession.
Foreclosure filings across the country last
month were the lowest since December
2005, and decreased in 17 of the 20 largest cities from November 2012, according
to the company. Only three areas went
against the trend. Filings increased 46
percent in the Baltimore region, 34 percent in Philadelphia and 5.8 percent in
Washington D.C.

Photographer: Jacob Kepler/Bloomberg

Foreclosure filings in the U.S. plunged
last month to the lowest level in almost
eight years as investor purchases and an
improving economy brought the end of
the housing crisis within sight.
Default, auction and repossession notices in November were sent to 113,454
properties, a 15 percent drop from October and the biggest monthly decline
in almost three years, Irvine, Californiabased RealtyTrac said today in a report.
The surging wave of defaults that led to
7.7 million homes seized by banks or sold
in the foreclosure process since October
2006 is coming to a close, according to the
data firm.
“In another year, it will all be done,” Kenneth Rosen, chairman of the Fisher Center
for Real Estate and Urban Economics at
theUniversity of California, Berkeley, said
in a telephone interview.
Housing prices are rebounding nationwide, buoyed by investors such as New
York-based Blackstone Group LP, which
has acquired thousands of foreclosed
homes at discounts before renovating and
renting them. The S&P/Case-Shiller national home-price index rose 13 percent
in September from a year earlier, with all
20 cities in the measure showing gains.
“There is a correlation between institutions buying up property and recovery in the biggest metro areas,” Daren
Blomquist, vice president at RealtyTrac,
said in an interview. “Investors are playing
a huge role.”
Foreclosures Plummet
RealtyTrac counts five types of filings.

Foreclosure starts fell 32 percent from
a year earlier to 52,826, also the lowest in almost eight years. The number of
homes that got an initial notice declined
in 35 states. Fifteen states went the other
way, led by Pennsylvania, which had an increase in starts of 233 percent; Delaware
up 104 percent and Maryland, up 74 percent, RealtyTrac said.
Maryland, Pennsylvania, New York and
Washington D.C. have court oversight of
repossessions, which tends to slow the
process of distressed homes coming to
market and a price recovery, Rosen said.
Bank seizures dropped 48 percent from
a year earlier to 30,461, the lowest since
July 2007. Only five states showed increases in November, with advances of
179 percent in Delaware; 41 percent in
Maryland; 9 percent in Connecticut; 6
percent in Maine and 2 percent in Iowa.
Florida’s Turnaround
Auction notices, the first official filing in
some states, increased from a year earlier
in 19 states. They soared 726 percent in
Oregon; 217 percent in Massachusetts;
214 percent in Utah; 199 percent in Connecticut and 104 percent in Delaware.
Florida filings fell 23 percent from a year
earlier after a 46 percent plunge in foreclosure starts. Repossessions fell 16 percent. Auctions rose for the 11th straight
month, up 2 percent from November
2012, in a sign that lenders are clearing
their distressed inventory as prices rise,
Blomquist said.
The state had the highest foreclosure
rate for the 11th time in 15 months, with
one in 392 households receiving a notice
in November. Florida also has two metropolitan areas with the highest rates: Miami
at one in 307 and Tampa at one in 410, according to RealtyTrac. Still, defaults have
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stopped rising,
and the state is
showing “improvement
across the board,” Blomquist
said.
Jacksonville Prices

Prices in the Jacksonville, Florida area
rose about 16 percent in the year through
November, with an average threebedroom home listed today for about
$150,000, according to Alex Sifakis, president of JWB Real Estate Capital LLC, a
locally-based buyer of foreclosed homes.
JWB’s cost is about $120,000 to buy and
renovate a similar property, which it either sells for a 25 percent gain or rents
for $1,350 a month, Sifakis said in an interview. Florida’s judicial process means
lenders will put distressed inventory on
the market for at least 12 months, he said.
“Prices are definitely on the upswing,
and there’s still room to run,” Sifakis said.
Prices Rising
The average sales price this year through
November at Coldwell Banker Residential
Real Estate’s 80 offices in Florida jumped
13 percent to $285,000 compared with
a year earlier. Traditional second-home
buyers from the U.S. have returned to the
market, along with a new segment of international purchasers, said Clark Toole,
president of the brokerage.
“The average sales price has been rising, and fewer people are underwater,”
said Toole in an interview from his office
in Sarasota. “We had such a decline going from peak to trough, then the world
looked at Florida and saw great value.”
To view the article online, visit:
www.bloomberg.com
Levy, Dan, "Foreclosures Drop to Eight-Year
Low as Crisis Wanes: Mortgages" Bloomberg
[San Francisco] 11 December 2013
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HAPPY NEW YEAR
7563 Phillips Highway,
Suite 109
Jacksonville, FL 32256
(904) 677-6777

“Honored As The #12
Fastest Growing Real Estate
Company In
2012!”
– INC Magazine
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Our Clients

Thank you to our JWB clients who closed this month!

Client

Hometown

JWB Property address

Keith O.

Jacksonville, FL

9332 Norfolk Blvd

Brent K.

Rancho Santa Margarita, CA

190 Acme St & 435 Eric Ave

Larry F.

Eugene, OR

5938 Painted Pony Dr & 7824 Knoll Dr S

Jimmy W.

Incline Village, NV

565 Brookview Dr N

Mike S.

Tampa, FL

8486 Jasper Ave

Ryan S.

Neptune Beach, FL

9420 Little John Rd & 443 Eric Ave

Featured Testimonial
“I enjoy working with JWB mainly because they treat their clients as if they are family.
Everyone I've worked with within the company has been very personable while being
professional. They all return emails and phone calls promptly and that goes a long way
when talking about your own personal investments. They are literally just a phone call
away!“
– Steve & Aubrey Rissler, Members of the JWB Family
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